Recycling Personal Computers
- Computers cannot be disposed at collection points The recycling of personal computers has been mandated by the Law for the Promotion of Utilization of Recyclable
Resources. The Town cannot collect PCs as waste. See below for the procedure/steps for recycling computers.

Devices subject to PC Recycling
●Desktop computers
(including stand-alone system units)
●Laptop computers
●LCD monitors
●CRT monitors

⬅Look for the PC Recycling mark

Manufacturers will collect and recycle products with this mark free of any
additional cost. A collection and recycling fee must be paid when disposing
products without this mark.

◆How can I have my old PC collected?

① Apply directly to your PC’ s manufacturer. Refer to the manufacturer’ s website for information on
their the collection service, such as the URL, phone number, business hours of the collection desk
② For the disposal of computers that cannot be collected by its manufacturer or for homebuilt
computers,
Contact the PC3R Promotion Association.
Tel: 03 (5282) 7685 Fax: 03-3233-6091
Website: http://www.pc3r.jp/

◆How much do I have to pay to dispose a PC without a PC Recycling mark?

Fees for collection and recycling are determined by each manufacturer. Please confirm with your
PC manufacturer’ s inquiry desk (website etc.) for details.

*Printers are not included.
See p.22 for details of how to dispose
printers.

◆The retailer from which the PC was purchased, second-hand PC retailers,
recycling shops, etc. may also be able to assist you.

❶

PC Users

When you wish to dispose an unneeded PC, apply for
collection to the manufacturer. You must pay a fee*1
for PCs with no PC Recycling mark.

Apply for collection
Eco Yu-pack (Japan Post parcel) slip

❷

Pack your PC and
attach the Yu-pack
slip.

Manufacturer’s Recycling Desk
●Eco Yu-pack slip will be sent to
customer

Drop off

❸

Drop off at your nearest
post office*2 or request
home pick-up to the post
office.

or
Home pick-up

Post Office
●Used PCs, will be sent to a
recycling center.

Manufacturer’s Recycling Center
Delivery

*1 Pay the fee as directed by the manufacturer. *2 Excluding Kani post offices.

●Manufacturer will make sure
your valued PC is recycled.

Recycling Cell Phones
~Turn used cell phones into valuable resources~

モバイル・リサイクル・ネットワーク

In order to further promote the reduction of garbage and recycling, cell phones are not collected or disposed by
the Town.
Precious metals such as gold and silver as well as rare metals such as nickel are used in cell phones, which can
be re-used as valuable industrial resources.
Used cell phones must not be disposed as garbage. Drop them off at the nearest cell phone retailer or home
electric appliance store. Cell phones are collected free of charge regardless of the brand or manufacturer.
* See p.15-24 for a list of items in Japanese alphabetical order.
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